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A corporate criminal is no scapegoat, assures the Department of Justice ("DOJ"), because it is always a priority to target all culpable individuals at a company. DOJ policy emphasizes that "[o]nly rarely should provable individual culpability not be pursued, particularly if it relates to high-level corporate officers," even if the company settles its case with prosecutors. After all, under the respondeat superior standard that applies in federal criminal cases, a corporation can be prosecuted if and only if an employee committed a crime. As the Supreme Court has put it, "[T]he only way in which a corporation can act is through the individuals who act on its behalf." Yet, as is increasingly the subject of high-profile criticism, more often than not, when the largest corporations are prosecuted federally, individuals are not charged. In this Article, I develop data describing these individual prosecutions—which tend to result in light sentences when convictions are obtained. These data illustrate the special challenges of bringing corporate prosecutions, and they suggest why, in contrast to what prominent critics have argued, bringing more individual cases is no adequate substitute for prosecuting companies. I conclude by proposing how corporate prosecutions could be brought to enhance individual criminal accountability.

The corporation appears to be a kind of a scapegoat: perhaps not entirely blameless, as in the traditional concept, but literally impossible to actually jail—yet capable of receiving the brunt of blame and punishment, while the individual culprits go free. Data presented in this Article...

---


2 Id.; see N.Y. Cent. & Hudson River R.R. Co. v. United States, 212 U.S. 481, 491–95 (1909) (approving corporate criminal liability under a respondeat superior standard).


4 See, e.g., infra notes 7, 9.

5 Preliminary data on this subject are described briefly in a recent book, Brandon L. Garrett, Too Big to Jail: How Prosecutors Compromise with Corporations 83 (2014) [hereinafter Garrett, Too Big to Jail] (describing how of 255 deferred and non-prosecution agreements entered by federal prosecutors between 2001 and 2012, approximately one-third of the agreements were accompanied by individual prosecutions). These data presented here are updated but also far more fine grained, examining separate questions concerning how many charges resulted in acquittals, dismissals, and trials, and what types of sentences were granted upon conviction.

6 A "scapegoat" can be defined as "one that bears the blame for others," and in particular a non-person incapable of moral blame, as in "a goat upon whose head are symbolically
ple suggest that the problem of individual and corporate prosecution requires far more careful consideration. In about two-thirds of deferred and non-prosecution agreements ("DPAs" and "NPAs") with companies, no individual officers or employees were prosecuted for related crimes. Many were quite high-profile prosecutions; well over half were public corporations, and many were Fortune 500 and Global 500 companies. The companies are required to admit their crimes and accept responsibility for them, and yet the individual culprits faced no criminal consequences.

The problem becomes far more complex, however, when one asks what occurs when individual officers and employees are charged. In this Article, I study the outcomes in those cases in some detail. Prosecutors typically obtained light sentences and experienced quite high numbers of outright losses in the form of acquittals and dismissals. As will be described in Part I, from 2001 to 2014, prosecutors entered 306 deferred and non-prosecution agreements with companies. Among those, 34%, or 104 companies, had officers or employees prosecuted, with 414 total individuals prosecuted. Most prosecuted individuals were not high-up officers of the companies, but rather middle managers of one kind or another. Of the individuals prosecuted in these cases, thirteen were presidents, twenty-six were CEOs, twenty-eight were CFOs, and fifty-nine were vice-presidents. What happened in these cases? Of the 414 individuals, 266, or 65%, pleaded guilty. And forty-two were convicted at a trial, an elevated trial rate of 10%. How were convicts sentenced for these corporate crimes? The average sentence, including those who received probation but no jail time, was eighteen months. As I will de-

placed the sins of the people after which he is sent into the wilderness in the biblical ceremony for Yom Kippur." Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 1108 (11th ed. 2003).

Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 83 (noting that individuals were prosecuted accompanying 89 of 255 agreements).

Id. at 62 (noting that thirty-one percent of corporations were either a Fortune or Global 500 firm the year they settled their prosecutions).


See infra Section I.A.

See infra Section I.A.

See infra Section I.A.

See infra Section I.A.
scribe, that is somewhat lower than average sentences for many of the relevant federal crimes. The average sentence among those who did receive jail time was higher—forty months. But it was only 42% or 128 of the 308 individuals convicted (266 who pleaded guilty and 42 who were convicted at trial) who received any jail time. This is a low imprisonment rate. To be sure, many convicts paid large fines. Of the individuals prosecuted, 144 individuals were fined, with an average fine of $382,000.

Of still greater concern was the large number of prosecution losses: 15% of the cases were unsuccessful, which, as I will develop in Part I, is far higher than what is typical in federal white-collar prosecutions. Fifty-two individuals had charges dismissed pretrial. Eleven were acquitted at trial. Still other cases were not ultimately successful; nine had convictions reversed on appeal. In addition, forty individuals were charged but have not been convicted, either because the cases are still pending, or individuals are fugitives or have not been successfully extradited.

"There is no such thing as too big to jail," Attorney General Eric Holder announced in a stern video message in May 2014, underscoring that no financial institution "should be considered immune from prosecution." Yet it is increasingly common to hear complaints, including from prominent politicians, judges, journalists, and academic commentators, that the government "has prosecuted only a handful of individuals in the Wall Street meltdown of 2008." Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton has said, "Even though some institutions have paid fines and even admitted guilt, too often it seems like the people responsible get off

---

14 See infra Section I.A.
15 See infra Section I.A.
16 For detailed comparisons with U.S. Sentencing Commission data, see infra Subsection I.A.1.c.
17 See infra Subsection I.A.1.c.
18 See infra Subsection I.A.1.c.
19 See infra Subsection I.A.1.c.
20 See infra Subsection I.A.1.c.
21 See infra Subsection I.A.1.c.
with limited consequences (or none at all)." The concerns have also been raised in areas of federal criminal practice unrelated to banks or to the causes of the financial crisis. For example, then-Senator Arlen Specter asked in 2010 hearings why no employees of Siemens were prosecuted for foreign bribery violations after the company paid record fines to settle a Foreign Corrupt Practices Act ("FCPA") prosecution. Senator Specter asked, "[W]ho's going to jail?" (Subsequently eight employees were indicted, but none have to date been extradited to the United States.) In environmental prosecutions, critics have also asked why executives have not been targeted following deadly spills, mine explosions, and other disasters.

Federal Judge Jed Rakoff has offered a prominent critique of this problem, arguing that prosecutors are too quick to settle corporate cases on lenient terms after hasty investigations; he concludes that prosecuting individuals would be more effective than "imposing internal compliance measures that are often little more than window-dressing." Professor Dan Richman has added that "simplistic clamoring for more heads" will not address an underlying need for "more systemic regulatory reforms." Still others have long argued that corporate criminal liability

---


27 David M. Uhlman, For 29 Dead Miners, No Justice, N.Y. Times (Dec. 9, 2011), http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/10/opinion/for-29-dead-miners-no-justice.html (noting that "[w]e should not underestimate, however, the difficulty of prosecuting high-ranking officials in large corporations.").


standards should be altered, sharply limited, or even abolished as inconsistent with the purposes of criminal law. Whether the allure of individual prosecutions substitutes for efforts to provide sound regulation of corporations, much less prosecution of noncompliant corporations remains an important subject.

The relative lack of individual prosecutions raises a puzzle: One might expect it to be far easier for prosecutors to bring white-collar cases when they benefit from the company’s cooperation. Companies typically agree to fully cooperate with investigations that may continue long after the firm settles its case. Companies conduct detailed internal investigations, turn over documents, records, and emails, and they agree to produce employees for interviews. DOJ officials began to respond to critics with remarks in 2014 that highlighted the importance of “true” corporate cooperation that provides “evidence against” the “culpable individuals.” In September 2015, the DOJ released a new memorandum, amending its guidelines to reflect a focus on individual accountability for corporate crimes, stating, among other changes, that no longer will corporations receive any credit for cooperation without providing all relevant facts regarding individual misconduct. The DOJ also acknowledged “many substantial challenges unique to pursuing individuals for corporate misdeeds.” Despite the remarkable access prosecutors can obtain from companies, prosecutors still often do not succeed in holding individuals accountable. Moreover, there is a separate scapegoating concern that, when employees or individuals are charged, they may be iden-


34 Id. at 2.
tified based on the information the company offered to prosecutors. The higher-ups, who may control negotiations with prosecutors, may themselves remain above the fray while lower-level employees are “thrown under the bus.”

After detailing these empirical findings, this Article turns in Part II to explaining why it is that corporate prosecutions are not associated with many successful individual prosecutions. Critics are right to suggest that prosecuting individuals has been a priority for some corporate crimes but not others—with, for example, antitrust being an exception. The “corporate scapegoat” problem goes to the heart of a central rationale for settling corporate prosecutions. However, there are other important rationales that I will detail in Part II of this Article. Although such cases have largely escaped criticism, it may be just as problematic or more so when only individuals are prosecuted and not the corporation. Justice is not fully served by individual prosecutions if only the company can pay adequate fines, restitution to victims, or change practices and policies to prevent future crimes. In my view, justice is served by prosecuting corporations. But neither individual nor corporate prosecutions are necessarily a ready substitute for each other. While corporate cooperation can help overcome practical obstacles, corporate complexity raises still others, particularly regarding showing intent. Establishing culpability of individuals acting within complex organizations can be difficult. For strict liability offenses, the conduct may be easy to prove, but less worthy of prosecution due to low culpability. Prosecuting thousands of traffic tickets may make little sense—particularly if the company can pay one massive ticket to cover the social cost. Or if the conduct was very serious but committed by low-level employees, focusing on the corporation may be the best way to address the problem. Regulatory crimes may be best resolved by settling with the regulated entity. In such areas, treating the corporation as the scapegoat makes eminent sense.

In Part III, I will explore three types of reforms. First, I will examine proposals to enact new substantive crimes to reach complex corporate malfeasance or even financial negligence, which I view as ill advised. Instead, I will propose a series of legislative changes that may do far more good. Statutes of limitations could be extended for categories of complex corporate cases. The Speedy Trial Act could be revised to permit deferred prosecutions for corporations only if the firm cooperates to identify culpable individuals. Sentencing statutes and guidelines could be revised to similarly tighten requirements for corporate cooperation. Second, I will explore changes to DOJ policy and practice. In some areas, prosecutors may have rested secure having obtained a corporate settlement with eye-catching fines. Using corporate prosecutions to charge individuals—securing “more heads”—would require stricter policies and added resources for investigations and enforcement. A third approach, emerging in a few recent cases, uses corporate settlements to change the incentives for employees and officers at the firm, using what I have termed “structural reforms” to prevent future criminality.

Despite DOJ policy that “only rarely” should “culpable individuals” not be prosecuted, far too many corporate cases lack individual prosecutions. The uneven results in individual prosecutions that are brought illustrate why the pattern persists. However, I will conclude in this Article that, contrary to what some critics have argued, corporate prosecutions need not come at the cost of individual accountability—corporate prosecutions can and should be used to enhance individual accountability and deter corporate crime.

I. INDIVIDUAL PROSECUTIONS AND CORPORATE CRIMES

The relationship between individual criminals and corporations may be compatible, entirely opposing, or still more complex. White-collar criminals typically work for larger companies, and they may be taking advantage of their employer and acting solely in their own interest, acting in their employer’s interest, or acting both to advance themselves and the larger corporate enterprise. For that reason, depending on the case, the focus of prosecutors may be squarely placed upon the culpable

---

37 Richman, supra note 29, at 280.
38 See infra Section II.F.
individuals, but it may also be placed on the corporation itself. Take as an example the prominent deferred prosecution agreement entered in 2014 with Toyota, resulting in a $1.2 billion settlement and detailed admissions concerning misleading consumers regarding safety issues. The safety violations at Toyota, concerning floor mats that could entrap passengers as well as "sticky" accelerator pedals, had resulted in deaths and endangered millions of drivers. Because corporate policies and compliance were implicated, prosecutors understandably focused on enforcement at the corporate level.

At the time the case was settled, the Attorney General pronounced, "Rather than promptly disclosing and correcting safety issues about which they were aware, Toyota made misleading public statements to consumers and gave inaccurate facts to Members of Congress." However, individuals clearly had (by definition) been involved in the underlying conduct and in making the lengthy series of false statements that the prosecutors described in some detail when the case was settled. Perhaps they did not personally profit from the crimes, but individuals may have received promotions, bonuses, or other rewards for engaging in the conduct.

Yet at the press conference announcing the deferred prosecution agreement, despite language in the agreement requiring Toyota to cooperate in any investigations of individual employees, the U.S. attorney stated that no individual prosecutions were anticipated. U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York Preet Bharara said, "I'm not foreclosing anything necessarily," but also that "we believe this to be a final resolution of the case, of course pending successful completion of the probationary period of three years." He added,

As you might imagine, when you have a company with individuals who are responsible for unlawful conduct in other jurisdictions, there are problems of evidence and problems of proof. It happens to be the

---

41 Id. at 7.
43 Toyota Gets Prosecution Deferred, supra note 40, at 5.
44 Id.
case that the rules of evidence sometimes do not allow you to use cer-
tain kinds of evidence and certain documents against certain individu-
als, although they might be admissible against the company itself. 
Although there is an admission that there were individuals who en-
gaged in conduct which provides for a basis to bring a case against the 
company, they are not charged there.45

What did U.S. Attorney Bharara mean? There could be jurisdictional 
impracticalities involved in obtaining access to documents and emails in 
another country. Extraditing individuals might be a challenge. But then 
again, Toyota had promised its cooperation, and documents the com-
pany itself provided could be used against employees. The statement of 
facts described conduct by U.S. employees of Toyota.46 The evidence 
problem U.S. Attorney Bharara referred to was that certain documents 
could be admissible as against Toyota as party admissions, but if they 
were not admissible as business records, they might then not be admissi-
ble against individual employees.47 Was it really so difficult to show, 
however, aside from the company’s bare admission, who did what to 
bring about these serious violations? How was it that the company ad-
mitted to conduct by individuals, but they were “not charged there”?48 
Those comments do not clear up the puzzle, which only deepens when 
one looks at a common pattern extending across cases.

A. Data on Corporate and Individual Prosecutions

A study examining whether individuals are prosecuted when corpora-
tions are prosecuted requires, as a starting place, information about when 
corporations are prosecuted and how often that occurs. Unfortunately, 
there had not been good federal data on corporate prosecutions, in part 
because the practice of corporate prosecutions radically shifted over the 
past decade. In the 1990s, corporations were typically convicted if pros-
ecuted, and as a result, ideally at least, the U.S. Sentencing Commission 
would collect data on how many were prosecuted and how they were 
sentenced. I say “ideally,” because researchers in the late 1990s found

45 Id.
46 Id.
47 Fed. R. Evid. 803(2)(d) (recognizing hearsay exception for party-opponent’s statement); 
Fed. R. Evid. 803(6) (recognizing hearsay exception for records of regularly conducted ac-
tivity of a business).
48 Toyota Gets Prosecution Deferred, supra note 40, at 5.
the Commission’s data quite incomplete and lacking. That problem grew worse over the past decade, however, since far more of the truly important corporate prosecutions now do not result in a conviction, but rather in alternatives to a conviction called deferred prosecution agreements (in which a case is initially filed but stayed on a judge’s docket pending compliance with its terms), and non-prosecution agreements (in which no criminal case is filed in court).

In 1999, under then-Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder, the DOJ issued its first memo providing guidelines for corporate prosecutions. The deferred prosecution approach was more firmly set out in 2003 in a set of revised DOJ guidelines. These DOJ principles for the prosecution of organizations, contained in the U.S. Attorneys’ Manual used by federal prosecutors, were popularly called the “Thompson Memo” after Larry Thompson, the Deputy Attorney General who revised them. While the DOJ has revised the guidelines several more times, they maintain the same basic flexible approach, encouraging consideration of a set of factors when deciding whether to pursue an indictment or conviction of a corporation, or alternatively a deferred or non-prosecution agreement.

No data were kept on these organizational deferred or non-prosecution agreements, despite their growing prominence. The U.S. Sentencing Commission tracks data on cases in which a defendant organization is sentenced based on reporting from the federal district courts, but non-prosecution deals involve no formal sentence or judg-

---


A deferred prosecution is filed with the court and remains on the judge’s docket until the term is completed and the case is dismissed. A non-prosecution is never filed with a judge at all; such an agreement states that prosecutors will not file if the corporation complies. As I have described elsewhere, these deferred and non-prosecution agreements with companies increasingly include many of the most important prosecutions, such as those of public corporations.54

As a result of my interest in obtaining information about these agreements, for some time I have maintained with the University of Virginia Law Library the most complete data available on such federal deferred and non-prosecution agreements with corporations.55 My earlier work, including a recent book, has described the characteristics of these agreements in some detail. In Too Big to Jail, I described how among the 255 deferred and non-prosecution agreements from 2001 to 2012, only eighty-nine had individual officers or employees prosecuted.56 Among those eighty-nine deferred prosecution and non-prosecution agreements in which individuals were prosecuted, 385 people were prosecuted, including ten presidents, twenty CEOs, and twenty-seven CFOs.57 I also found that among the thirty-one publicly listed firms convicted between 2001 and 2012 that had individuals prosecuted, one chairman, one president, four CEOs, and one CFO were prosecuted.58

However, in that prior work, I did not explore more deeply the characteristics of those cases, the results as they proceeded towards resolution, or how many resulted in a criminal judgment, or, if so, what types of sentences were imposed. In this project, I not only update the earlier dataset to include more recent corporate prosecutions, but also I track in detail the path that each of those individual prosecutions of employees and officers followed. What I found provides more cause for concern regarding the question of whether sufficient individual criminal accountability accompanies corporate criminal accountability.

54 Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at ch. 3.
55 Garret & Ashley, supra note 9.
56 Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 82–83.
57 Id. at 107.
58 Id.
1. Study Findings

The DOJ guidelines on corporate prosecutions have for some time emphasized that “[b]ecause a corporation can act only through individuals, imposition of individual criminal liability may provide the strongest deterrent against future corporate wrongdoing. Only rarely should provable individual culpability not be pursued, particularly if it relates to high-level corporate officers . . . .” \( ^{59} \) Thus, the guidelines suggest that culpable individuals might not be prosecuted if they are merely low-level employees. The guidelines then add: “[P]rosecutors should not limit their focus solely to individuals or the corporation, but should consider both as potential targets.” \( ^{60} \) That language also indicates how the standard for corporate criminal liability used in federal courts is strict. As the DOJ guidelines note, “Under the doctrine of respondeat superior, a corporation may be held criminally liable for the illegal acts of its directors, officers, employees, and agents.” \( ^{61} \) However, the DOJ guidelines also highlight how it may be inadvisable to hold a corporation accountable for the actions of isolated individuals; since corporate persons are more complex, the guidelines set out factors to be considered, including “the adequacy of the prosecution of individuals responsible for the corporation’s malfeasance.” \( ^{62} \) Based on those guidelines, one might expect to see many cases in which solely individuals are prosecuted, if they largely acted on their own and for their own benefit, but one would not expect to see large numbers of cases in which the corporation was prosecuted, but not the culpable individuals.

In 2015, the DOJ issued a new memorandum, to be reflected in a revision of the DOJ’s organizational prosecution guidelines, clarifying that to receive “any cooperation credit” a corporation must provide “all relevant facts relating to the individuals responsible for the misconduct.” \( ^{63} \) Further, civil and criminal investigations “will focus on individuals from the inception of the investigation.” \( ^{64} \) Absent “extraordinary circumstanc-
es” or approved policy (such as the Antitrust Division’s leniency policy), no culpable individuals will receive a “release” from liability when the company settles its case. Furthermore, the new memo highlighted the need to adopt a “clear plan” to pursue individual matters, with formal declinations when individuals are not pursued. What impact these new additions to the federal organizational prosecution guidelines will have on future cases is difficult to predict. However, the problem that this new guidance was designed to address becomes quite apparent when one looks at the charging patterns accompanying corporate settlements.

From 2001 to 2014, federal prosecutors entered into 306 deferred and non-prosecution agreements with companies. Among those 306 companies, only 104 companies have so far had individuals charged. Accompanying those 104 corporate cases, there were 414 individuals prosecuted. These data reflect all individual cases that could be located. There is no official listing of such cases, and corporate prosecution agreements typically do not speak to whether any individuals have been or will be charged, although accompanying press releases may do so. Nor are the individual and corporate cases typically linked with shared docket entries by the federal courts. These cases were located through several types of searches: searches of DOJ press releases and news accounts, and then searches through federal dockets for any cases reflecting individual employees or officers named as possible subjects of federal criminal charges. These data, as a result, are likely not complete, particularly for corporate cases settled in recent years in which investigations may be pending. However, the fairly high-profile nature of these deferred and non-prosecution agreements, many involving public corporations, means individual cases are far more likely to be reported in the media.

Of those individuals charged, most were not higher-up officers of the companies, but rather middle managers of one kind or another and also some quite low-level individuals. Of the individuals charged in these cases, thirteen were presidents, twenty-six were CEOs, twenty-eight

---

65 See id.
66 See id.
67 See Garrett & Ashley, supra note 9.
68 See id.
69 See id.
were CFOs, and fifty-nine were vice presidents. Of the CEOs prosecuted, perhaps the best known was Bernard Ebbers, convicted at trial for securities fraud at MCI (Worldcom) and sentenced to twenty-five years in prison. Six of the CEOs had trials, twelve pleaded guilty, but three had charges dismissed or were acquitted. Three others have cases still pending, and one foreign CEO remains at large as a fugitive.

In the cohort of recent corporate prosecutions, still more individual prosecutions may be yet to come, since white-collar investigations can take some time to pursue. Comparatively more of the recent prosecutions have not yet been resolved, as one would expect. For example, ten former employees of CH2M Hill Hanford Group Inc. were indicted in 2013; none of those cases have yet resulted in a judgment. Quite a few cases described further below involve foreign employees of foreign companies who are fugitives or those who have not been extradited successfully. Investigations may be ongoing in some of the most recent cases, while in other prominent recent cases prosecutors have already publicly indicated, such as at press conferences (as in the Toyota case discussed), that no employee prosecutions are anticipated following the settlement by the corporation.

The table below illustrates these data as a time trend from 2001 to 2014. What one sees is that there is not any sharp trend towards prosecuting more individuals in cases resulting in deferred prosecution agreements. The trend is fairly flat, and the share of agreements accompanied by individual prosecutions remains fairly constant over the years. The drop-off in 2013 and 2014 may not persist as those cases may be

---

70 See id. CEOs or former CEOs were charged at Alpha Natural Resources, Inc.; American Italian Pasta Co.; ArthroCare Corp.; Aurora Foods; BDO USA LLP; BizJet International Sales and Support, Inc.; Collins & Aikman Corp.; Computer Associates; Endocare; Friedman’s Inc.; General Reinsurance Corp.; Halliburton Co.; HealthSouth Corp.; Intelligencer Decisions, Inc.; InterMune; Louis Berger Group; MCI (WorldCom); McSha Properties; MRA Holdings LLC; Orthoscript, Inc.; Spectranetics Corp.; Symbol Technologies; Unico, Inc.; and Wellcare Health Plans, Inc. Id.


accompanied by additional prosecutions in the next few years; there can be a time lag between the corporate settlement and charges in individual cases. However, these data suggest that we are not likely to see any sharp change in the trend, unless prosecutors change their priorities and approaches towards these cases. Prosecutors may say that they now focus on holding individuals accountable, but more evidence will have to support any claim that there is actually some new trend towards doing so.

Table 1: DPA/NPAs Accompanied by Individual Prosecutions, 2001–2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Agreements with Individuals Sentenced to Jailtime</th>
<th>Agreements with Individuals Prosecuted</th>
<th>Total DPA/NPAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This more fine-grained project examines not just the incidence but also the characteristics of each of these individual prosecutions in order to track what happened in each charged individual’s case. While the above table displays one piece of the puzzle—how often companies that settle their prosecutions without a conviction have employees prosecuted—it does not tell us about what kinds of corporate cases are accompanied by individual prosecutions, and it does not tell us about what types of outcomes result in cases in which such individuals are charged.
If the sentences for the individuals who were targeted were quite severe, one might conclude that prosecutors were carefully picking the most serious cases, perhaps explaining why others went unprosecuted. If the sentences were not lengthy, one might conclude that prosecutors were not selecting cases with sufficient care, the underlying crimes did not call for lengthy sentences, or that prosecutors faced unanticipated obstacles. If cases were dismissed or dropped post-indictment, then one wonders how carefully prosecutors were pursuing some of these cases. The sections that follow describe the paths taken by these individual prosecutions in the wake of high-profile corporate prosecution settlements.

a. Convictions and Settlements

Guilty pleas are the most common result in criminal cases generally. It was not surprising that what I found when examining these individual prosecutions was that of the 414 cases, most of those convicted had pleaded guilty. Of the 414 individuals, 266 pleaded guilty and 42 were convicted at a trial. That is, however, a somewhat high trial rate of just more than 10% (42 of 414 cases). Compare that to the guilty plea rate in federal prosecutions generally, which is now about 97%, and has remained over 95% for several years now.74

One explanation for this modestly higher trial rate may be the particular business crimes that these individuals were charged with. Trial rates for fraud, for example, are almost 7%, antitrust is 6%, and bribery is almost 8%.75 There were a handful of settlements that did not involve convictions. Five individuals obtained deferred prosecution agreements, much like the corporations that they worked for, permitting them to avoid both an indictment and a conviction upon successful completion of the agreement’s term. The table below illustrates these data.

Table 2: Dispositions in Individual Prosecutions Accompanying Organizational DPA/NPAs, 2001–2014

- Pleaded Guilty (266 cases)
- Trial Conviction (42)
- Dismissals (52)
- Acquittals (11)
- Appellate Reversals (9)
- DPA (5)
- Pending (38)

What of the individuals who were not convicted and also did not have charges dismissed? Several have trials pending. Some remain fugitives at large, and in some areas federal prosecutors have gone to extraordinary lengths to try to locate and extradite foreign individuals in white-collar cases. As one would expect, in FCPA cases, international price-fixing cartel cases, international tax violation cases, and others, locating foreign employees of foreign corporations is no easy task.76

For example, FCPA cases may involve foreign bribery and often involve conduct by foreign citizen employees of foreign subsidiaries or corporations. One individual, dubbed the “Pirate of Prague,” who prosecutors had sought in the Omega Advisors case, received a ruling from the British Privy Council that he would not be extradited from the Bahamas to face charges in the United States, on the grounds that foreign employees of foreign corporations could not qualify for extradition.

---

bribery was not a crime in the Bahamas. In another FCPA case involving Alcatel-Lucent, an individual is currently a fugitive. In the largest FCPA case (involving a guilty plea, so not part of this dataset) involving Siemens, a large group of eight executives has been indicted in the United States but have not been extradited in the years since. Similarly, prosecutors have pursued a wave of actions against Swiss banks (and increasingly other European banks) for promoting tax evasion. The former head of private banking at Bank Frey & Co., AG, which itself shut down rather than face prosecution, remains a fugitive, as was UBS banker Raoul Weil, who was indicted in 2009, until his capture in Italy and extradition in 2013 (he was then acquitted at trial).

At the other end of the spectrum, in terms of numbers of employees prosecuted, is the Pilgrim’s Pride case, in which twenty-five employees were prosecuted for immigration violations (still additional non-citizens were convicted for misuse of a Social Security Account number and hundreds of non-citizens were apprehended). Immigration sweeps, however, are hardly anyone’s idea of netting the big fish. In that case, for example, only one supervisor, a human resources employee, was prosecuted (and the charges were dismissed), while the twenty-three others were employees prosecuted for using fraudulent documentation, mostly receiving sentences of time served (ranging from about ten to twenty months). In the IFCO Systems case, one of the more ambitious

---

corporate prosecutions involving immigration violations, sixteen managers and other supervisors were convicted.\textsuperscript{83} However, most pleaded guilty, paid fines, and served no jail time, and the government settled the remaining cases on the eve of trial in 2011.\textsuperscript{84}

In a fraud case, twenty-three employees of the New York Racing Association were convicted, including its director and a vice president.\textsuperscript{85} A series of seventeen employees at KPMG were prosecuted, although most of those prosecutions were later dismissed.\textsuperscript{86} More higher-ups were prosecuted in a case involving fraud at the Newsday Corporation, but all nine individuals received probation and no jail time.\textsuperscript{87}

\textit{b. Prosecution Losses}

These individual prosecutions accompanying corporate cases involved high rates of outright prosecution losses in the form of dismissals and acquittals. One reason why individual prosecutions may not be brought is the difficulty in winning them; prosecutors would be right to be hesitant to bring weak cases, even if the corporation has admitted that crimes were committed. Fifty-two individuals had charges dismissed pretrial. Eleven defendants were acquitted at trial. Thus, there were large numbers of prosecution losses: 15\% of the 414 cases resulted in outright losses in the form of dismissals or acquittals. Still other cases were unsuccessful. Nine more have so far had trial convictions reversed on appeal. An additional group of thirty-eight cases remains in progress, either with trial or sentencing proceedings still to come or because defendants are fugitives or have not yet been extradited.

How do the acquittals and dismissals compare to dispositions in federal criminal cases more generally? The DOJ in its annual reports provides data, of a sort, on white-collar-related offenses and numbers of convictions, acquittals, and dismissals. In fiscal year 2013, for example, the DOJ reported 7,758 total white-collar convictions, and of those only

\textsuperscript{83} United States v. Davidson, No. 4:10-cr-00201 (S.D. Tex. Apr. 1, 2010).
\textsuperscript{84} Id.
\textsuperscript{86} See Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 112-14.
about 7% were either dismissals (521) or acquittals (59). The losses were lower in areas of particular relevance to corporate prosecutions. In securities fraud cases, there were 222 guilty verdicts, compared with only 4 acquittals and 7 dismissals. In corporate fraud cases, there were 88 convictions, no acquittals, and 5 dismissals. One area with more dismissals was in the area of federal-program fraud, in which there were 139 dismissals compared with 882 convictions, but that is not a crime that was the subject of corporate deferred and non-prosecution agreements.

In the group of individuals charged alongside corporate deferred and non-prosecution agreements, an additional thirty-four individuals have not yet been convicted, either because the cases have not yet been resolved, proceedings are pending, or the individuals are fugitives or have not been extradited. These cases involve more trials than federal criminal cases on average, with forty-two trial convictions, but ten acquittals, and fifty-two with all charges dismissed (I should also note that still additional cases had some but not all of their charges dismissed).

The most high-profile loss was the acquittal of Richard Scrushy, former CEO of HealthSouth, of fraud. (He was later convicted of an unrelated bribery charge.) Sixteen others at or formerly at HealthSouth were prosecuted, including CFOs and treasurers. All but two pleaded guilty (one was convicted at trial, and one had charges dismissed).

---


89 In securities fraud cases in fiscal year 2012, there were 231 guilty verdicts, compared with only 1 acquittal and 13 dismissals. 2012 Annual Statistical Report, supra note 88, at tbl.3.


91 Id.


The dismissed charges were sometimes dismissed at the request of prosecutors, however, and it is not always easy to tell whether the reasons had to do with the merits of the case or other considerations not apparent from the public record. In the Reliant Energy case, brought regarding the company’s role in fraud that created an artificial energy crisis in California in 2000–2001, with a dramatic rise in energy prices for consumers and a series of blackouts, prosecutors dismissed charges against the four energy traders at the center of the scheme, ostensibly to reward them for their cooperation, while providing the company with a deferred prosecution agreement in which it paid a twenty-two million dollar fine (rewarding the company for its cooperation as well?). The case is an example in which leniency was provided both to the company and to individuals. In the Collins & Aikman case, charges were dismissed on the eve of trial in 2007.

c. Jail Time

When individual officers and employees were successfully prosecuted and convicted, the resulting sentences tended to be lower than average, even given the rough available comparisons with Sentencing Commission data concerning similar crime categories. The average sentence among these individuals studied, including those who received probation but no jail time, was eighteen months, which is somewhat lower than the averages for many of the relevant federal crimes. For all federal fraud sentences, and those include small-fry welfare cheats as well as the most sophisticated financial frauds (almost 8,000 fraud convicts in fiscal year 2013), the mean sentence was twenty-six months; for antitrust it was ten months; for bribery it was twenty-two months; and for environmental offenses it was just four months. I also note, however, that the average

---

sentence among those who did receive jail time was forty months, which is somewhat high for the types of crimes involved.

Below is a scatterplot image of the variation in sentences. The highest sentences were former CEO Bernard Ebbers’s twenty-five-year sentence in the Worldcom case (in 2005), three twenty-year sentences for fraud charges in the Scientific Applications International Corp. case (all in 2014), a twenty-year sentence in the ArthroCare Corp. case (2014), and a seventeen-year sentence for Timothy Rigas in the Adelphia Communications case (2004). Each stands out at the upper end of the spectrum in the below scatterplot table.

Table 3: Scatterplot, Individual Jail Time in Months, 2001–2014

![Scatterplot Image]

At the other end of the spectrum, most of the marks on this scatterplot lie at a baseline of no jail time at all. Twenty-seven of the individuals prosecuted in cases accompanying corporate deferred or non-prosecution agreements received time served. And it was only 42%, or
of the 305 individuals convicted (263 who pleaded guilty and 42 convicted at trial) who received any jail time. (In several cases the plea agreement was sealed, and no information about the sentence could be obtained.) Should this be surprising?

One might expect that many, if not most, of these individuals did not have any prior criminal record of any significance. Nevertheless, 42% is a very low rate of imprisonment. For federal fraud prosecutions in general, 78% receive imprisonment and 15% receive probation without confinement. A better comparison group, however, may be convicts with very low guideline sentence ranges because of, for instance, limited criminal records, since prison sentences may not even be required for these individuals. Imprisonment rates for fraud convicts who are eligible for non-prison sentences, for example, are slightly less than 50%. Thus, this degree of non-prison sentences may not be atypical for convicts without a prior criminal history.

Moreover, the guidelines related to economic losses or gains often used to calculate fraud sentences have been the subject of both judicial criticism for their potential unfairness and malleability as well as a detailed proposal for revision from the American Bar Association. Perhaps as a result, federal fraud sentences are particularly varied; while sentences for fraud have increased as the U.S. Sentencing Commission has adopted stricter sentences at the direction of Congress, federal judges have increasingly exercised their discretion post-Booker v. United

---

97 Id. at tbl.12, http://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/annual-reports-and-sourcebooks/2013/Table12.pdf. Similarly, for bribery prosecutions, 74% receive imprisonment; for antitrust, 69% receive imprisonment; and for tax violators, 63% receive imprisonment. Id.
98 Id. at fig.F, http://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/annual-reports-and-sourcebooks/2013/FigureF.pdf.
States\textsuperscript{100} to impose below-guidelines sentences in as many as half of all fraud cases.\textsuperscript{101}

d. Probation

There was an average of thirty months of probation imposed in the 193 cases in which probation (or supervised release) was imposed.\textsuperscript{102} For the others, either they received no probation or there was no information on the docket concerning any probation. That average probation mirrors the typical probation imposed on convicted companies and the average two-year length of either corporate probation or deferred and non-prosecution agreements with companies.\textsuperscript{103} A surprising number of these individuals, however, received either no probation at all or short terms of probation.

e. Fines

One would expect higher fines to be paid in white-collar cases involving financial crimes by professionals. Of the individuals prosecuted in these cases, 138 individuals were fined, with an average fine of $381,000. Among fraud convicts in federal court generally, 76% received an order to pay a fine or restitution, with an average payment of $1,743,742 and a median fine of $113,470.\textsuperscript{104} Among these individuals prosecuted in cases in which there was a corporate deferred or non-prosecution agreement, the fines varied widely. At one end of the spec-

\textsuperscript{100} 543 U.S. 220 (2005)


\textsuperscript{102} In general, as noted, probation and prison/community split sentences are more common the lower the guidelines range the convict was placed in. See U.S. Sentencing Comm’n, supra note 53, at tbl.16, http://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/annual-reports-and-sourcebooks/2013/Table16.pdf.

\textsuperscript{103} See Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 282; see also U.S. Sentencing Comm’n, 2010 Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics tbl.53 (2011), http://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/annual-reports-and-sourcebooks/2010/Table53.pdf (showing that 70.5% of organizations sentenced were placed on probation).

\textsuperscript{104} U.S. Sentencing Comm’n, supra note 53, at tbl.15, http://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/annual-reports-and-sourcebooks/2013/Table15.pdf. For antitrust, it was 88% that paid either a fine or restitution, with an average payment of $37,915, and for bribery, it was 60% that paid either a fine or restitution, with an average payment of $375,520. Id.
trum was the $300 million forfeiture (along with one year of probation) imposed on the founder and director of PartyGaming Plc, a judgment which was paid.\(^{105}\) A Jenkens & Gilchrist partner was ordered to pay $371 million to the IRS and received a fifteen-year sentence, while another was ordered to pay over $190 million in restitution.\(^{106}\) Best known of all, former WorldCom CEO Bernard Ebbers, who received the longest prison sentence in the entire group, was fined $30 million and was required to transfer all of his assets to the court.\(^{107}\) And a former Deutsche Bank broker was ordered to pay $115,700,000 in restitution and to forfeit $1 million in a case involving marketing and implementation of tax shelters.\(^{108}\)

A handful of additional individuals paid over $1 million in fines. But, just as with fraud convicts generally, where there are very high average fines but quite a bit lower median fines, most of the others in this dataset paid fines in the low thousands.

Remarkable payments can be recovered from major corporations, and large restitution funds or forfeitures can be directed to victims of corporate crimes.\(^{109}\) Compensating victims or obtaining fines, forfeiture, or restitution through individual prosecutions, however, is a more equivocal matter. The financial goals of white-collar prosecutions may be far better achieved by also prosecuting the entity. I also found that the corporate cases in which individuals were prosecuted had the same average
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\(^{109}\) Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 123–27 (describing the federal law and practice of corporate criminal restitution and forfeitures).
fines as those in which no employees were prosecuted. Individuals were not prosecuted more often, then, in cases deserving particularly severe financial penalties on the corporation.

2. Characteristics of the Corporate Prosecutions

Throughout, I have compared fines and jail sentences and other characteristics of the individual prosecutions in my dataset to the Sentencing Commission’s data on fraud prosecutions in federal court generally. The largest group of the individual prosecutions involved fraud, either securities fraud (18 cases) or some other type of fraud (42 cases). Over one-third of the total deferred and non-prosecution agreements from 2001 to 2014 (109 of 306 cases) involved some type of fraud prosecution. Interestingly, in 17 of 25 deferred and non-prosecution agreements involving securities fraud, there were individual prosecutions. And while there were few deferred prosecutions of companies in antitrust cases, individuals were prosecuted in three of four antitrust cases. In contrast, only 13 of 75 FCPA cases were accompanied by individual prosecutions.

Table 4. DPA/NPA Crimes Accompanying Individual Prosecutions, 2001–2014
Cases involving financial institutions have been of special interest to lawmakers, commentators, and the public more broadly. Among these 306 deferred and non-prosecution agreements, 66 cases involved financial institutions, defined quite broadly to include a range of types of companies that focus on financial transactions, including commercial banks, investment banks, insurance companies, and brokerages. This group includes nine insurance companies, ranging from AIG to health insurance companies like HealthSouth, and it includes not only major Wall Street financial services firms and international banks like JPMorgan and HSBC, but also smaller banks like Union Bank of California and United Bank for Africa and investment banks like Jefferies Group. Among these sixty-six deferred and non-prosecution agreements with financial institutions, 35%, or twenty-three cases, were accompanied by individual prosecutions. Four of the nine cases involving insurance companies were accompanied by individual prosecutions.

None of the nine cases involving violations of international sanctions under the International Emergency Economic Powers Act ("IEEPA") were accompanied by individual prosecutions. No individual officers or employees were prosecuted in cases accompanying the fourteen deferred and non-prosecution agreements involving banks violating the Bank Secrecy Act, a set of statutes related to prevention of money laundering. (Four of those cases, like the HSBC case, involved both Bank Secrecy Act and IEEPA charges.) No U.S. bank has been convicted of a crime of money laundering, perhaps because such a conviction would require the Comptroller of the Currency to initiate proceedings to terminate the bank's license; instead, banks are prosecuted for violations of the Bank Secrecy Act, which focuses on the lack of "internal controls" at the
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110 Those cases involved deferred and non-prosecution agreements with Baystar Capital Management LLC (fraud); ConvergEx Group, LLC (securities fraud); Deutsche Bank AG (tax fraud); Diamondback Capital Management LLC (securities fraud); GE Funding Capital Market Services, Inc. (FCPA); German Bank HVB (tax fraud); Jefferies Group LLC (fraud); JPMorgan Chase & Co. (antitrust); Louis Berger Group (fraud); Mellon Bank, N.A. (theft); Merrill Lynch (false statements); Mirant Energy Trading (false commodities reporting); NETeller PLC (illegal gambling); Omega Advisors (FCPA); Prudential Equity Group (securities fraud); Rabobank (wire fraud); and UBS AG (three separate cases involving tax fraud, antitrust, and wire fraud). Each of those agreements can be obtained at Garrett & Ashley, supra note 9.

111 Those cases involved deferred and non-prosecution agreements with AIG, General Reinsurance Corp., HealthSouth Corp., and Wellcare Health Plans, Inc. Each of those agreements can be obtained at Garrett & Ashley, supra note 9.
Typically the banks receive deferred or non-prosecution agreements for these internal controls violations, and the agreements may describe in some detail the failures to maintain effective anti-money-laundering programs. The question then arises why individuals are not prosecuted for their failures to ensure that money laundering (or other violations, such as violations of international sanctions) did not occur.

Federal District Judge Emmett G. Sullivan, when considering a deferred prosecution agreement with Barclays Bank PLC concerning Bank Secrecy Act violations, expressed outrage that no employees were being charged: “No one goes to jail, no one is indicted, no individuals are mentioned as far as I can determine . . . there’s no personal responsibility.” The prosecutor explained, “in this case, there . . . was not someone who we could prove to a court beyond a reasonable doubt that someone had committed an offense.”

The judge responded, “There’s no paper trail of $500 million being funneled illegally to other countries? I mean, senior management . . . has to know who’s responsible for it. I mean, these weren’t just computer transfers. Someone had to mastermind this.” The prosecutor responded, “We certainly looked,” and added that Barclays “spent $250 million” in internal investigations.

The judge ultimately approved the agreement, but noted, “They spent $250 million and couldn’t find anyone responsible. That’s just shocking, you know. It is shocking, isn’t it?”

Similar concerns were raised in the high-profile HSBC prosecution, in which the bank paid almost $2 billion to settle Bank Secrecy Act violations in the largest case of its kind to date. A congressional investigation described not just a weak anti-money-laundering program at the multinational bank, but also billions of dollars diverted to Mexican drug
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115 Id. at 8.
116 Id. at 8, 12.
117 Id. at 12.
cartels, groups linked to terrorism, and others, with a culture at the bank that was pervasively polluted. The bank apparently kept staffing in its compliance division low to reduce costs and fired a head of compliance who complained about the lack of compliance resources. No HSBC employees were prosecuted then or have been since. At the time, Senator Charles Grassley wrote a letter to the Attorney General complaining about this issue:

The Department has not prosecuted a single employee of HSBC—no executives, no directors, no AML compliance staff members, no one. By allowing these individuals to walk away without any real punishment, the Department is declaring that crime actually does pay. Functionally, HSBC has quite literally purchased a get-out-of-jail-free card for its employees for the price of $1.92 billion dollars.

Others in Congress echoed that concern. Senator Jeff Merkley called it a “too big to jail approach.” Senator Elizabeth Warren stated that, in contrast to how federal prosecutors target individuals in cases not involving major corporations or financial institutions, “evidently, if you launder nearly a billion dollars for drug cartels and violate our international sanctions, your company pays a fine and you go home and sleep in your own bed at night.”

What explains the lack of prosecutions in these Bank Secrecy Act cases? One possibility, discussed more in the next Part, is that prosecutors view these cases as essentially about failures of compliance or regulatory violations best addressed at the corporate level. As I have described elsewhere, these agreements have become increasingly detailed

---

120 Id. at 26–28.
and have required compliance provisions regulating employee behavior at a level beyond what is typically found in most corporate prosecution agreements. It is only formally true, however, that these are regulatory violation cases. These cases are charged as Bank Secrecy Act cases largely to protect the bank’s charter from automatic revocation. The cases may in fact involve quite serious money laundering of the precise type that puts thousands of individuals in federal prison for extremely long sentences (with mean federal sentences of thirty-five months in 2013).124 That the corporate form could turn a money-laundering scheme on a grand scale into a regulatory violation for the company, and also for the individuals involved, would be a quite troubling prospect—but the question is whether prosecutors can show that employees intended to facilitate illegal money laundering;125 potential difficulties in showing intent are discussed in the next Part.

Only thirteen of the seventy deferred and non-prosecution agreements regarding FCPA violations included individual prosecutions. (Compare the lack of FCPA prosecutions, for example, to the head FCPA prosecutor’s comment in 2008 that “[i]t is our view that to have a credible deterrent effect, people have to go to jail.”126) None of the banking or currency-reporting violations resulted in individual prosecutions, nor did export violations, such as the nine deferred and non-prosecution agreements regarding violations of the IEEPA.

What was also surprising, perhaps, was that slightly fewer (25%, or 31 of 125) convicted public companies or their subsidiaries had officers or employees prosecuted.127 One might expect that where the largest companies were convicted, and did not receive the more lenient deferred and non-prosecution agreements, that perhaps prosecutors had stronger cases or more evidence of intentional or high-level conduct, and therefore insisted on a conviction. It is no light matter for prosecutors to decide to secure a conviction against a public company, and yet even in those cases individuals were not typically prosecuted.

125 See infra notes 183–84 (citing relevant statutes and noting the intent requirement).
127 See Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 96.
B. Prior Research on White-Collar Prosecutions

Far too little is known about the relationship between federal individual and corporate prosecutions. Cases involving both individuals and entities are not necessarily jointly docketed in the federal case management system. No official data are kept on the question of when and whether individuals are prosecuted alongside a corporation. Given the underlying lack of case tracking of such relationships, the question has been a difficult one for scholars to study. What made this study possible was the fact that these deferred and non-prosecution agreements were so heavily dominated by high-profile matters, including prosecutions of public corporations, and news reports could be readily searched for information concerning individuals charged with crimes. More run-of-the-mill corporate crimes by small or family businesses would raise serious difficulties in obtaining information about whether any individuals were charged.

More fundamentally, data on “white-collar” prosecutions of individuals, or corporate or business crimes by individuals, do not exist. The category of “white-collar” offenses is sociological and not legal, and even within criminology scholarship there is no agreement on what constitute white-collar offenses. The Department of Justice’s own imperfect categorization of white-collar crime does not include, for example, RICO, corruption offenses, and others that can sometimes be very much business-related. At the same time, as noted, fraud prosecutions are also a highly imperfect proxy, where they may range from minor welfare cheating to major Wall Street securities frauds.

It is clear, however, that far more individuals are prosecuted for white-collar offenses each year in cases in which no company is prosecuted. At most, two hundred or so organizations are prosecuted in federal court in a given year, and the number of prosecuted organizations has been declining. In contrast, there are many thousands of individuals prosecuted for white-collar related or business crimes.

The number of federal fraud convictions rose between 1996 and 2012 from about 6,000 cases per year to over 8,000 cases per year, though they fell as a percentage of the federal docket. In fiscal 2014, fewer than 7,000 people were convicted of fraud in federal court, a drop from 2012

128 For a discussion, see Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 87–88.
when over 8,500 people were convicted of fraud.\textsuperscript{129} In addition, average fraud sentences nearly doubled during that time, reflecting sentencing enhancements by Congress and perhaps the increased seriousness of cases brought. (The sentences are highly variable, however, and judges often grant more-lenient fraud sentences than the sentencing guidelines call for.)\textsuperscript{130} No good data are kept on how many of those cases are higher-ups versus lower-level actors or in how many cases there was a potential case to be brought against the organization itself. The Department of Justice has occasionally reported on its successes in holding higher-ups accountable, although without clearly explaining where its figures come from; one such DOJ report stated that between 2002 and 2008, the members of its Corporate Fraud Task Force prosecuted 200 CEOs, more than 120 vice presidents, and 50 CFOs.\textsuperscript{131}

Presumably, under the strict respondeat superior standard, many thousands of those individuals were employees working in the scope of their employment, and corporate prosecutions could potentially have been brought. The fewer than 200 organizational prosecutions brought each year may be the remnant of the many times more cases declined or simply not pursued against corporations.

Prior work has examined the question of individual and corporate criminal responsibility by looking at corporate prosecutions of particular types and in prior time periods (which themselves reflect different enforcement priorities and approaches). Professor Kathleen Brickey pursued an ongoing study of corporate fraud prosecutions, and in examining cases brought from March 2002 through January 2006, found that "the


corporate fraud prosecution cycle following Enron’s collapse has produced an unparalleled number of criminal trials of senior corporate executives in just three years.” Professor Brickey found that forty-six defendants went to trial, of which twelve were CEOs, COOs, professors, chairmen of the board, or senior partners; however, in those trials, eighteen were convicted, eleven were acquitted, and fifteen involved deadlocked juries. However, in addition to those forty-six cases Professor Brickey studied, seventy-three defendants pleaded guilty. That pattern, focusing just on the large corporate fraud cases post-Enron, is quite similar to the larger pattern observed across deferred and non-prosecution agreements after 2001.

A study in the mid-1970s by Professors Marshall Clinard and Peter Yeager, focusing on the 582 largest publicly owned corporations in the United States, found that, accompanying those federal enforcement efforts (both civil and criminal), only sixteen individual corporate employees or officers served prison sentences, averaging only thirty-seven days. However, there may be far more prosecutions of officers or employees of smaller firms, where owners or higher-ups may be closely involved. Moreover, the largest public companies were then dominated by manufacturing companies. This may not reflect the types of public companies (or the types of regulations and crimes) most prominent today. Clinard and Yeager did explore in detail, however, the difficulty in specifying legal responsibility “due to the division of tasks within a corporation,” and where “corporate violations are usually far more complex than conventional crimes.” Clinard and Yeager also found that measures of firm and industry “were not strong predictors of corporate violations” and instead that something about corporate culture or environment must have played a role. I take up those themes in the next Part.

133 Brickey, In Enron’s Wake, supra note 132, at 406–07.
134 Id. at 403.
136 Id. at xvii (describing how of the 582 public companies studied, 477 were manufacturing).
137 Id. at xxii.
138 Id. at xxiii.
A study by Professor Mark Cohen in the late 1980s found that, in sixty-five percent of non-antitrust-related federal corporate prosecutions, individuals were prosecuted. \(^{139}\) Looking at such categories of non-public companies raises real challenges, however, because there may not be news reports regarding whether individuals were prosecuted, and the individual prosecutions may often not be jointly docketed with the prosecution of the company.

Apart from such archival empirical research, of the type conducted in this Article as well, still other researchers have also examined theoretical models of corporate offending, by focusing on sanctions and deterrence inside and outside the firm, and on normative and moral factors that may affect individuals. \(^{140}\) Some argue that corporate executives may be particularly sensitive to sanctions that would affect their reputations. \(^{141}\) As Professor Dan Kahan put it, your average corporate executive “probably cares a lot about what his family, his colleagues, his firm’s customers, his neighbors, and even the members of his health club think.” \(^{142}\) However, sanctioning individuals may not be enough; the view of prosecutors in the United States has been that altering corporate culture and practices is also important to preventing business crime.

II. EXPLAINING INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE PROSECUTIONS

In a recent speech, delivered shortly before announcing his retirement, then-Attorney General Eric Holder spoke on financial fraud prosecutions generally, and underscored, “we have almost always reserved the right to continue our civil and criminal investigations into individual executives at the respective firms.” \(^{143}\) That much is borne out by my


\(^{140}\) For a survey of the research and a discussion of the role of moral considerations, see Raymond Paternoster & Sally Simpson, Sanction Threats and Appeals to Morality: Testing a Rational Choice Model of Corporate Crime, 30 Law & Soc’y Rev. 549 (1996); see also, e.g., Gilbert Geis & Joseph DiMento, Should We Prosecute Corporations and/or Individuals?, in Corporate Crime: Contemporary Debates 72, 79 (Frank Pearce & Laureen Snider eds., 1995) (discussing moral and hierarchical pressures on employees).


\(^{143}\) Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Attorney General Holder Remarks on Financial Fraud Prosecutions at NYU School of Law (Sept. 17, 2014) (hereinafter Holder, Remarks on
analysis of the terms of these corporate prosecution agreements (at least outside of the antitrust context, and Holder’s subject in the speech was financial fraud). Holder cited to the DOJ’s statistics concerning mortgage fraud prosecutions, although then noting that

when it comes to more complex transactions that involve more sophisticated traders – as opposed to run-of-the-mill “liar loan” cases or out-and-out Ponzi schemes – a criminal prosecution of an individual can be difficult, more complicated, to mount. This is true for any number of reasons – from possible advice-of-counsel defenses; to the adequacy or inadequacy of written disclosures; to the difficulty to establish materiality and intent. And in some instances, it is simply not possible to establish knowledge of a particular scheme on the part of a high-ranking executive who is far removed from a firm’s day-to-day operations.\footnote{144}

White-collar defense lawyers offer a different view; they have tended to complain that few prosecutions of individuals occur because “[p]rosecutors do not possess the same kind of leverage over individuals that they do over companies. . . . [I]ndividuals are more likely to test the prosecution’s case.”\footnote{145} The claim that individuals are less risk averse and more likely to risk a trial is highly debatable; individuals settle their cases and plead guilty in the same overwhelming fashion as do corporations, and individuals face jail time. However, as the sections that follow explain, there are real obstacles when bringing individual prosecutions for corporate crimes. The obstacles flow from the complexity of large organizations, where responsibilities are divided, authority is diffuse, specialists and lawyers will provide advice and may provide assurances of legality, and individual accountability is harder to obtain.

A. Organizational Complexity

A rising chorus of voices has criticized the failure to prosecute privileged white-collar offenders. Yet employees should not be in the same privileged position that their employers are in. Following the Supreme Court’s ruling in \textit{Upjohn Co. v. United States}, the corporation retains at-
torney-client and work product privilege, and therefore can decide whether to waive it when cooperating with regulators and prosecutors.\textsuperscript{146} If employees speak to the corporation’s lawyers during an internal investigation, they may incriminate themselves, and the company may want to turn them in to show how it is cleaning house and cooperating fully with prosecutors.\textsuperscript{147} However, if employees refuse to speak to corporate counsel, then the company can fire them; many companies have “talk or walk” policies, and understandably do not tolerate uncooperative employee behavior.\textsuperscript{148} Complaints were raised for years that federal prosecutors and DOJ policy had created a “culture of waiver,”\textsuperscript{149} although, as I have described elsewhere, most corporate prosecution agreements have not included an explicit privilege waiver.\textsuperscript{150} Quite apart from access to information, individuals may have spoken to lawyers or accountants and received advice that their planned conduct was legal. Such evidence may not be an outright defense to a crime like fraud in which intent to defraud must be shown, but it may be strong evidence of “good faith” conduct.

Organizational complexity may be one particular challenge in corporate prosecutions and one sound reason to focus on the corporation rather than individuals. Attorney General Holder explained, “Responsibility remains so diffuse, and top executives so insulated, that any misconduct could again be considered more a symptom of the institution’s culture than a result of the willful actions of any single individual.”\textsuperscript{151} Organizational complexity may be precisely the source of the criminality. Criminologists suggest that corporate fraud is often a “team sport” and the product of “group-think” or the culture within an organi-

\textsuperscript{146} 449 U.S. 383, 394–95 (1981).
\textsuperscript{147} Garrett, supra note 31, at 940.
\textsuperscript{150} See Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 92.
\textsuperscript{151} See Holder, Remarks on Financial Fraud, supra note 143.
Socialization within an organization can create pressure against breaking ranks and raising questions. The corporate culture may be most to blame, and punishing the entity may result in the very changes that can best do away with that culture.

Moreover, organizational complexity can obscure fault. It may be quite clear that some employees and officers approved a misleading financial statement, but sorting out who knew what and when, where dozens each signed the relevant reports and statements, could be a frustrating if not impossible task. Attorney General Holder further explained,

Many financial criminals are savvy enough to avoid using email, which may leave a trail for investigators to follow. And intent may only be evidenced sometimes in the form of verbal instructions — evidence that can provide the sort of "smoking gun" that is needed to secure a conviction, but that can only be attained from a cooperating witness.

If this were conduct designed ultimately to benefit the corporation, then perhaps the corporation itself would be punished and should remedy the harm. As Judge Gerald E. Lynch has put it well, corporate sanctions, and perhaps corporate prosecution alone, are justified "when the corporate form makes it difficult to establish culpability on the part of any particular individual."

One response to corporate complexity would be to treat the entity as a "collective," where one need not examine whether any single employee had the requisite mens rea. Only one court has considered a "collective knowledge" theory under which partial crimes by more than one employee might result in corporate criminal liability, and in a case in which that theory need not have been, arguably, relied upon (other courts have considered such a theory in civil cases). Such a theory might help to

---
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hold a company accountable where individual responsibility is unclear—but holding the company accountable is not the primary challenge. Deferred and non-prosecution agreements, as well as plea agreements, can permit the company to accept responsibility without litigation about which employees did what at trial. Understandably, few companies take the risk of challenging a prosecution case at trial. A collective knowledge theory, however, would not help to hold individual employees responsible.

B. Prosecutorial Reluctance or Resources

As a matter of policy, as noted in the Introduction, the Department of Justice emphasizes in its principles that prosecution of the corporation, even a corporate guilty plea, is no substitute for prosecution of individuals. The DOJ’s Antitrust Division does give outright leniency deals to both corporations and employees as part of settlements with corporations that are the first to cooperate. Such antitrust immunity agreements, to corporations that turn in other members of a price-fixing cartel, may include a promise not to prosecute cooperating employees, but prosecutors also “carve out” and prosecute those employees who do not cooperate, and particularly the high-level ones.\(^{157}\) In the antitrust setting, prosecutors do not try to accomplish structural reform or rehabilitate companies: They want to strictly deter wrongdoing and incentivize individuals and companies to turn in the entire group of companies engaged in a price-fixing conspiracy. Indeed, those immunity deals are kept confidential and, as a result, they do not appear in the collection of corporate non-prosecution or deferred prosecution agreements. Whether an optimal balance is obtained in the antitrust area regarding individual and corporate liability raises complex questions in that area. It has been much debated in academic and policy circles, in part because, as Professors John Connor and Robert Lande have described, it is often lower-

level employees who may "take a bullet for the team" by pleading guilty and serving a prison term only to be subsequently re-hired or even rewarded by the firm or industry.\textsuperscript{158} Outside of antitrust, no other setting, however, involves such a hard-nosed and clearly defined approach to corporate prosecutions and their relationship with individual prosecutions.

Outside the antitrust setting, not only is there no fixed policy on when and whether employees and officers will be prosecuted, but I have also found very few deferred prosecution or non-prosecution agreements that explicitly discuss employee prosecutions. To be sure, the agreements, as noted, routinely state that cooperation of the company in individual investigations will be required. But it is never clear whether any such investigations are actually anticipated.

One exception was an agreement in the AmSouth Bancorp case, which said that if the firm complied, then "the United States will not prosecute any current or former AmSouth employee based upon any of the conduct described.\textsuperscript{159} One suspects, however, that more agreements involve tacit agreements not to prosecute individual employees. Any such non-prosecution agreements, in the nature of declinations, would likely not be public documents.

Federal Judge Jed Rakoff has argued that prosecutors conduct overly hasty investigations, settling with the corporation on lenient terms that impose "internal compliance measures that are often little more than window-dressing."\textsuperscript{160} That story jibes with patterns observed in the data. Not only do most deferred and non-prosecution agreements fail to carefully specify compliance reforms to be adopted, but also most are not accompanied by individual prosecutions. At press conferences announcing corporate prosecutions, such as at the Toyota deferred prosecution agreement press conference, prosecutors have stated that no individual prosecutions were contemplated. And yet the text of corporate agreements unfailingly requires that the company fully cooperate in ongoing investigations of culpable individuals. To be sure, in some cases, a re-


\textsuperscript{159} Deferred Prosecution Agreement ¶ 18, United States v. AmSouth Bancorp., No. 04-167 (S.D. Miss. Oct. 12, 2004).

\textsuperscript{160} Rakoff, supra note 28, at 11.
markable investment would have to be put into identifying wrongdoers within a complex organization and pursuing expensive litigation of those cases. That these cases are hard fought and can result in high-profile acquittals or dismissals may also give prosecutors some pause before considering going beyond the settlement with the corporation to pursue individual officers and employees. Perhaps priorities are slowly changing; in more recent speeches, as noted, DOJ officials have highlighted the importance of "true" cooperation that provides "evidence against" the "culpable individuals."161

C. Defense Resources

There has been a rise in substantial white-collar practices at large law firms, accompanying the rise in the size of corporate criminal prosecutions (if not the number of such prosecutions).162 Many of these individual cases described involved prosecution losses; one could attribute some of this to defense resources and effectiveness. White-collar prosecutions can also take quite a bit of time. For example, prosecutions of former Enron employees were ongoing well into the next set of corporate scandals. Most prominently, former Enron CEO Jeffrey Skilling was not sentenced until 2006; he claimed at sentencing, "I am innocent of every one of these charges," and his appeals ultimately resulted in a ten-year reduction in his sentence in 2013.163

To be sure, prosecutors can in some respects leverage the defense resources of the corporation against those of the individuals. As described, they can obtain prosecution agreements in which the company agrees to fully cooperate and turn over documents, interview records, and the fruits of its internal investigations into the employee conduct. That said, prosecutors have been leery of demanding that a company waive attorney-client or work product privilege, as well as demanding that a company cease reimbursing individual legal bills. When prosecutors ap-
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162 Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at 5; Charles D. Weisselberg & Su Li, Big Law’s Sixth Amendment: The Rise of Corporate White-Collar Practices in Large U.S. Law Firms, 53 Ariz. L. Rev. 1221, 1221 (2011).
peared to have been encouraging KPMG to waive privilege and refuse to pay employee legal bills, they were widely criticized and many of the individual prosecutions were later thrown out by a federal district judge, who cited constitutional concerns with the prosecution’s conduct.164 At the time, DOJ guidelines noted that cooperation would be an important factor in deciding whether to prosecute a company, and that prosecutors would consider whether the company was supporting “culpable employees” by “advancing of attorney’s fees” or not making “witnesses available” and disclosing “the complete results” of an internal investigation.165 Prosecutors have as a result altered policy in the U.S. Attorneys’ Manual and backed off from trying to use their influence over the company to undercut defense representation resources.166 That said, companies still have quite a bit to gain by cooperating with prosecutors and identifying who was responsible for committing the crimes in question.167

There is also the possibility that corporations can exercise other types of influence to discourage prosecutions of their employees. Some fear that they influence prosecutors by hiring former colleagues as defense counsel, or by obtaining audiences at the highest levels of the Department of Justice during negotiations with prosecutors. Given contrary incentives of prosecutors to obtain high-profile victories in white-collar cases, these fears of undue influence may not have much explanatory power.
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How could prosecutors and regulators, as well as investigators who pursue corporate crime, be provided with more resources? Professor Mary Kreiner Ramirez proposes that a Corporate Crimes Division be created at the Department of Justice. The existing Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force coordinates prosecutions and policy among regulators and individual U.S. Attorney’s Offices; perhaps providing greater resources to that group, to a new entity, and to the regulators and investigators would all have a real impact. Proposals to further centralize corporate crime enforcement authority at DOJ, however, may not be advisable, and may not generate resources that are not already available; such efforts could even dilute resources or hinder effective enforcement. Given that regulators such as the SEC annually go hat in hand to Congress complaining of inadequate enforcement and investigation resources, new proposals may continue to fall on deaf ears. In other areas, such as the Antitrust and the Environment and Natural Resources Divisions, resource constraints may not be such a problem.

D. Mens Rea and Weak Prosecution Cases

Corporate deferred and non-prosecution agreements presumably reflect a settlement and a compromise across multiple dimensions. One reason for prosecutors to settle a case is that they are unsure of a trial victory. Lacking sufficient evidence to be sure of a corporate conviction could similarly mean that prosecutors are unsure whether they can convict individuals—as we have seen, when they do prosecute individuals, they do sometimes fail to secure convictions. However, one is also concerned that in these corporate prosecutions, the requisite investigation is


170 For criticism of efforts to centralize policy or enforcement authority at Main Justice, and the perverse consequences of such efforts, see Daniel C. Richman, Federal Criminal Law, Congressional Delegation, and Enforcement Discretion, 46 UCLA L. Rev. 757, 757 (1999); Daniel Richman, Political Control of Federal Prosecutions: Looking Back and Looking Forward, 58 Duke L.J. 2087, 2087 (2009).
not conducted to assess whether individual cases could be brought, even if the case against the company is best settled.

The chief obstacle in organizational cases can be the complexity of the organization, in which intent can be hard to show where responsibilities are diffuse and shared. For example, the HSBC case has attracted substantial attention due to the lack of employee prosecutions and the deferred prosecution agreement received by the bank; the federal judge that eventually approved the agreement noted “the heavy public criticism” of it. The case was one of the largest money laundering and sanctions-violations cases in U.S. history. The bank admitted to failures to implement effective anti-money-laundering programs to monitor transactions from Mexico, and as a result billions of dollars, including at least $881 million in drug trafficking proceedings, passed through its bank; other failures around the world resulted in approximately $660 million in payments processed to regimes in Cuba, Iran, Libya, Sudan, and Myanmar, for which such transactions are barred by international sanctions. Trillions of dollars in transactions had been flagged and not reviewed.

In settling the case with HSBC, which paid almost $2 billion in forfeiture and fines, the Government described an “institution-wide lack of accountability,” efforts to “freeze” staffing levels in the compliance division, resulting in a “staffing crisis,” and outright efforts to discourage requests for more compliance resources, including “a policy not to conduct due diligence on other HSBC Group Affiliates.”

---


facts incorporated in the deferred prosecution agreement described conduct by particular employees. For example, a “senior executive” described that anti-money-laundering efforts had “gone down the hole in the past 18 months.” The HSBC “head of compliance” admitted that in its Mexican subsidiary, there was “no recognizable compliance or money-laundering function.” As suspicious activity mounted in Mexico, a senior compliance officer at HSBC Mexico argued to supervisors that they could not “keep rubber-stamping unacceptable risks merely because someone on the business side writes a nice letter . . . . We have seen this movie before, and it ends badly.” Regarding payments that violated international sanctions, red flags were raised for years. For example, a head of compliance argued that HSBC’s practices “could provide the basis for an action . . . for breach of sanctions,” but was told that due to “significant business opportunities,” the procedure should continue. These were not faceless compliance failures, but concerns regarding illegality were raised by people and were dismissed out of hand by superiors, who were themselves not prosecuted.

Far more information was revealed when a U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Investigations conducted hearings resulting in a detailed report on the case, than had been revealed in the statement of facts accompanying the deferred prosecution agreement. Emails described how employees had brought problematic transactions to their supervisors regarding possible terrorist organizations, and had been told things like, “I should fire you right now,” and “Are you out of your f——— mind,” and telling the head of compliance, when complaining about insufficient staff and resources, that her comments were “inappropriate,” and then firing her. Among others, Senator Jeff Merkley objected to the deferred prosecution agreement that the bank HSBC received for violations of banking regulations by citing a still larger problem that has occupied much pub-
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lic attention: “[F]our years after the financial crisis, the Department appears to have firmly set the precedent that no bank, bank employee, or bank executive can be prosecuted.”\(^1\) And at the time, Senator Elizabeth Warren put it this way:

[I]f you’re caught with an ounce of cocaine, the chances are good you are going to jail. If it happens repeatedly, you may go to jail for the rest of your life. But evidently, if you launder nearly $1 billion for drug cartels and violate our international sanctions, your company pays a fine and you go home and sleep in your own bed at night . . . .\(^2\)

The HSBC prosecution agreement had detailed an endemic lack of compliance across the bank’s operations, including at central compliance departments and not just far-flung subsidiaries. Yet in the biggest such money-laundering and sanctions case in U.S. history, no officers or employees were prosecuted for their roles.

Then-Assistant Attorney General Lanny Breuer offered this explanation why: “As bad as HSBC’s conduct was, this is not a case where the HSBC people intended—to create money laundering.”\(^3\) The suggestion was that the problem involved the difficulty of proving the intent of individuals working at the bank (perhaps putting to one side individuals working at foreign subsidiaries). Should we credit such a statement? Was that the best that the DOJ could offer, and should it be obligated, as a matter of policy and practice at least, to say more when such serious violations go unpunished at the individual level? The calculus in such cases cannot simply be reduced to the difficulty of proving intent. Presumably it also involved practical considerations, negotiations with the bank itself, and the potential gains from targeting employees. As I have described, the HSBC case was no aberration. Bank employees simply are not prosecuted when the bank settles a prosecution for such

---
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money laundering-related charges. To be sure, only the bank itself is obligated to satisfy Bank Secrecy Act provisions requiring the “financial institution” itself to adopt adequate anti-money laundering controls.184 But any number of other crimes could be charged if employees engaged in money laundering, made false statements, concealed illegal transactions, or approved fraudulent transactions. Can it be that there was never the ability to show intent? And what about non-money laundering charges: Could it be that no employees committed other forms of fraud, or the same Bank Secrecy Act violations that the bank itself admitted were committed? The heated public criticism of the HSBC agreement should not have surprised the DOJ. One wonders whether the bank really did serve as a scapegoat in that case, and whether the same type of calculus may commonly be conducted in other types of corporate criminal cases.185

From the outside it is very difficult to know, because corporate prosecution agreements are often not transparent and do not include detailed statements of fact concerning the mens rea of the individual officers and employees (the HSBC case is somewhat exceptional because we also have publicly available the detailed results of the Senate Subcommittee investigation). Not having to prove mens rea is a chief advantage of pursuing the corporation and not the individuals. Perhaps that is one reason so many corporate prosecutions settle. Professor Henry W. Edgerton observed long ago, in 1927, how “juries—as has long been notorious in civil cases—are not so reluctant to find corporations guilty as to find individuals guilty.”186

The deferred and non-prosecution agreements are dominated by fraud prosecutions (wire fraud, securities fraud, mail fraud, as well as tax fraud and health care fraud) in which mens rea may pose an obstacle.187 Fraud does require proof of intent to engage in a scheme to defraud, although intent to defraud can be proven circumstantially; as the D.C. Circuit has put it, “The requisite intent under the federal mail and wire fraud statutes may be inferred from the totality of the circumstances and
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need not be proven by direct evidence." U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara summarized the finger pointing that typically occurs in white-collar prosecutions well:

This guy’s going to testify, “My accountant’s a smart guy—I just relied on my accountant.” The accountant’s going to say, “I just relied on what he gave me,” and everyone has plausible deniability. That’s a simple example of a way in which people can get away with even criminal activity when they’re making false certifications to the government.

Due to the lack of transparency of the corporate agreements, and the underlying complexity of the conduct itself, critics of the failure to prosecute mortgage fraud following the Global Financial Crisis cannot easily say whether prosecutors were right or wrong to claim that proving intentional fraud simply posed too many challenges. Perhaps more forceful investigations could have turned up smoking gun evidence of intent to defraud. Or perhaps these were sophisticated actors who could point fingers at each other, or their lawyers, or their accountants, or their risk managers, or others, just like in U.S. Attorney Bharara’s pithy example.

The problem returns us to the problem of organizational complexity. Indeed, observers of some of the most high-profile trials, such as the trial of HealthSouth CEO Richard Scrushy, in which he was acquitted, have highlighted the sheer complexity of the indictment, the length of the trial itself (five months), the necessity of relying on testimony of other executives who had pleaded guilty, and “the lack of a paper trial directly linking Scrushy to the fraud.”

Prosecutors can certainly try to make cases less complex for jurors; some believe that explains outcomes in the Tyco case, at which CEO Dennis Kozlowski and CFO Mark Swartz had a mistrial, but they were convicted at a more streamlined “short and sweet” second trial. A more concise explanation of com-
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plex criminality may help secure convictions at cases that go to trial, but that does not address the difficulty of uncovering sufficient evidence to proceed to trial in the first instance.

**E. Massive Misdemeanors**

What if the corporate crime did not involve a fraud or a crime in which intent must be shown, but rather a strict liability offense? In contrast to fraud prosecutions, in areas in which the offenses are strict liability or regulatory offenses, such as for some environmental crimes, or immigration crimes, or certain food and drug offenses, issues of proof may be far more simplified and prosecuting both individuals and corporations would not pose the same obstacles. Such offenses would likely be relatively easy to pursue against individuals, but would doing so be worthwhile? Some very-large-scale corporate prosecutions may involve conduct that for the individuals involved amounts to a misdemeanor or regulatory violation.

The sheer scope of the harm involved may make the case one involving massive fines. One could see how in such a case, individual wrongdoers would be unable to meaningfully contribute to the payment of the appropriate penalties. Take the largest misdemeanor prosecutions of all time: the Big Pharma settlements of misdemeanor pharmaceutical misbranding charges, such as the $1.3 billion guilty plea of Pfizer's subsidiary Pharmacia & Upjohn in 2009. Would justice have better been done if thousands of sales employees had been convicted of misdemeanors as well? Perhaps if they faced the more serious charges that Pfizer and its subsidiary both avoided, because a non-misdemeanor would have resulted in disbarment from Medicare and Medicaid that could have harmed the public. Only two sales managers were prosecuted in that Pfizer case, and perhaps understandably, both received probation, arguing that they were low-level individuals who were following orders of

---


many levels of supervisors. Prosecutors could have used such cases, though, to work their way up the chain and hold higher-ups accountable. Doing so would certainly add far more of a deterrent to such a misdemeanor prosecution at the corporate subsidiary level.

But one would likely not feel as if justice is done if large numbers of employees or even supervisors are prosecuted for truly misdemeanor violations, such as immigration violations, while the company pays the fine. Misdemeanor prosecutions would themselves not result in serious punishments, and if the goals of the criminal statute are regulatory, then the best course may be to pursue the public welfare-type offense against the corporation, which is in the best position to pay the fine, compensate victims, and adopt regulatory reforms. Corporations may be in the best position to pay restitution to and compensate victims. Individuals may not be able to pay sufficient fines, as discussed, and in the case of a “massive misdemeanor,” fines may be the most appropriate punishment.

F. Structural Reforms

Corporations can be rehabilitated, given the mutability and flexibility of the organizational form, and a central goal of these prosecution agreements is to secure the adoption of structural reforms. Managers can be fired, new leadership can adopt compliance programs and governance reforms, and independent monitors can review changes to policies and practices. The structural reform of a leading company can set out a model for industry and assist in broader efforts by regulators to promote best practices to prevent violations from happening in the first instance. Ideally, corporate prosecutions can serve those goals to promote ethics and compliance; in practice such efforts may be uncertain and uneven. However, those are goals quite apart from individual prosecutions.
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Further, I am not convinced that taking those structural reform goals seriously necessarily comes at the expense of pursuing individual prosecutions. Indeed, I argue, and develop further in the next Part, that some means for securing more successful structural reforms, like specifying governance terms of agreements, demanding that the company audit compliance, imposing monitors, and seeking judicial supervision of implementation of compliance, can be largely accomplished by delegating structural reform to courts, monitors, and the company. Prosecutors could then focus on what they do best: holding individuals accountable.

III. PRIORITIZING INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY

A range of reforms could improve the intersection of corporate and individual criminal liability. I do not advocate still-broader definitions of federal white-collar crimes; they are already quite broad and sentences are already quite stiff. Instead, I focus on the discretion exercised by prosecutors and the resources they require to undertake complex corporate investigations. First, I propose that longer statutes of limitations provide more time for complex corporate investigations. Second, I propose changes to the Speedy Trial Act, to prevent deferred prosecution agreements from being approved by judges should a company not cooperate by providing information regarding culpable individuals and their conduct. Third, I describe how additional investigative resources could assist the relevant enforcement agencies as well as prosecutions. Finally, I describe how corporate prosecution agreements can themselves create conditions that deter individual corporate crimes and enhance accountability within organizations.

A. Legislation to Improve Corporate Criminal Enforcement

What can be done to make corporate prosecutions more effective (and more common)? Some argue that we simply need more-expansive federal criminal laws that can criminalize more business conduct. I agree with federal criminal law scholars who view the answer as not to broaden white-collar crimes to make negligent business decisions or negligent

supervision at financial institutions crimes. Despite policy and constitutional concerns, some have recommended as much. Professors Sam Buell and Peter Henning have elegantly dissected the shortcomings of such approaches. Federal crimes are already quite broad, including federal fraud and other key crimes commonly charged against corporations. To be sure, it is a separate question whether there should have been prosecutions for risk-taking behavior preceding the Global Financial Crisis in 2007 and 2008. In cases in which corporations were prosecuted, and in which prosecutors have concluded that crimes were committed, critics are right to ask why prosecutors have not named who in particular committed such crimes. As I have discussed, it is impossible to know from the outsider's perspective to what degree undetected crimes could have been uncovered. One potential way to enhance the ability to target high-ups would be to expand the responsible corporate officer doctrine beyond the limited settings in which it currently applies, so that corporate officers would face strict but misdemeanor criminal liability for supervising employees who committed federal crimes.

What other statutory or policy changes could empower criminal prosecutions for financial and corporate crimes? Perhaps a sustained investment in investigation resources and far larger teams of financial fraud prosecutions could make the playing field more even. In other areas, if there is a concern that regulatory enforcers and prosecutors do not have adequate resources, we deputize and incentivize private attorneys general. Businesses may very much resent the increased litigation that results, and perhaps there are dim hopes for such legislation, where if anything, for example, Congress has acted to limit private securities litigation. However, the Dodd-Frank Act empowers whistleblowers in various provisions, with accompanying regulations that may bring far
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more corporate misconduct to light.\textsuperscript{202} Below I detail proposals for future legislation and policy changes that could similarly enhance the ability to bring corporate and individual prosecutions: (1) lengthening statutes of limitations for financial crimes; (2) adding corporate-prosecution-specific criteria for approval of deferred prosecution agreements under the Speedy Trial Act; and (3) revised organizational sentencing guidelines.

1. Statutes of Limitations

Another policy change could be to lengthen statutes of limitations for key corporate crimes, recognizing that such complex investigations require corporate cooperation over many years in order to unravel who did what. Prosecutors have been reported to face real pressure to adequately investigate cases in the wake of the 2007 financial crisis, and have filed civil charges with other statutes of limitations, facing the expiration of the criminal limitations period.\textsuperscript{203} The new DOJ guidance on charging individuals notes the problem of delays in corporate investigations, and suggests making “all efforts” to charge culpable individuals within limitations periods or to obtain a tolling agreement or court order tolling the limitations period.\textsuperscript{204} The general federal statute of limitations is five years.\textsuperscript{205} The Savings and Loan Scandal in the late 1980s resulted in an extension to seven years, from five years, of the Major Fraud Act of 1988, regarding federal procurement fraud.\textsuperscript{206} Congress expressed concern that the “extraordinary complexity” of such procurement fraud cases required more time for adequate investigation.\textsuperscript{207} Theft of a major
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artwork now brings with it a twenty-year statute of limitations.\(^{208}\) Indictment of “John Doe” unknown defendants is permitted in cases in which a felon’s DNA profile is known; perhaps “John Doe” defendants could be named within a statute of limitations where a corporation has admitted to a crime, but no individuals have yet been specifically identified.\(^{209}\) Offenses that “affect[]” a financial institution, including fraud and wire fraud that affect a financial institution, now have a ten-year statute of limitations.\(^{210}\) An extension to a ten-year statute of limitations, for example, could be drafted to include all offenses by or affecting organizations, whether they be financial institutions or other corporations or partnerships. An extension could alternatively be drafted to include all offenses involving actual or intended monetary loss or gain of over, say, ten million dollars. Or longer, say, even fifteen-year statutes of limitations could be adopted in specific areas, such as crimes involving financial institutions, or cases involving public corporations and their subsidiaries.

2. Speedy Trial Act Improvements

An additional policy change could target the decision to provide corporations with deferred prosecution agreements. Under Title 18, United States Code, Section 3161(h)(2) of the Speedy Trial Act, a judge may defer the prosecution of a defendant to permit the defendant to show “good conduct.”\(^{211}\) The provisions of the Act were generally intended to “strengthen[] the supervision over persons released pending trial” and encourage the then-“current trend” of creating diversion programs as an alternative to prosecution for low-level, nonviolent individual offenders.\(^{212}\) However, the drafters of that Speedy Trial Act provision, in 1974, were totally unfamiliar with the concept of a corporate deferred prosecution agreement, the first of which were entered in the 1990s, and which
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did not begin to be common until after 2003, when the Department of Justice revised its guidelines for organizational prosecutions. 213 Such deferred prosecution agreements typically focus on not just criminal fines, forfeiture, restitution, or community service payments, but also on cooperation, adoption of compliance, and other "structural reforms." 214 What "good conduct" means for a corporation, required to satisfy detailed conditions subject to supervision by prosecutors, means something very different than for an individual. Corporate offenders are nothing like nonviolent, juvenile, or low-level individual offenders. Nor does the statute provide any standard for a judge to evaluate whether a case is appropriate for deferral of prosecution. As a result, judges have increasingly struggled to assess what their role should be when deciding whether to approve a deferred prosecution of a corporation, which can raise far more complex issues than the typical individual matter. 215

The Speedy Trial Act could, and should, be revised to include a separate provision specific to corporations seeking deferred prosecution agreements. One part of that revised standard could provide judges with a set of standards for deciding whether to grant such a waiver of the regular speedy trial deadlines. One statutory consideration could be the adequacy of the cooperation of the company. A judge could inquire whether that cooperation produced evidence concerning the culpable individuals at the company.

Judges currently scrutinize the adequacy and degree of a criminal defendant's "substantial assistance" at sentencing; for corporations, they could do so at the deferred prosecution stage, which is increasingly the
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215 E.g. United States v. HSBC Bank USA, No. 1:12-cr-00763-JG, 2013 WL 3306161, at *3 (E.D.N.Y. July 1, 2013) (citing to a judge's supervisory authority and noting that "approving the exclusion of delay during the deferral of prosecution is not synonymous with approving the deferral of prosecution itself"). I submitted an amicus brief on this issue regarding a proposed deferred prosecution agreement, in which I presented in greater detail my views concerning the scope of a judge's review authority under the current Speedy Trial Act provision. Memorandum of Law of Amicus Curiae Law Professor at 18-19, United States v. Saena Tech Corp., No. 14-cr-00066-EGS (D.D.C. Aug. 22, 2014). In contrast, a defendant may not challenge the prosecutor's discretionary decision to deny a deferred prosecution agreement. United States v. Richardson, 856 F.2d 644, 647 (4th Cir. 1988) ("A defendant has no right to be placed in pretrial diversion. The decision... is one entrusted to the United States Attorney." (citations omitted)).
stage that matters for the largest corporate offenders.\textsuperscript{216} Judges have in rare cases also rejected as contrary to the public interest corporate plea agreements that involved immunity or non-prosecution of the relevant corporate officers or employees.\textsuperscript{217} The first judge to do so, Federal District Judge Richard J. Leon, rejected outright a deferred prosecution agreement with a company, “looking at the DPA in its totality,” and noting that not only were “no individuals . . . being prosecuted for their conduct at issue here,” but also “a number of the employees who were directly involved in the transactions are being allowed to remain with the company.”\textsuperscript{218}

In order to clarify the role of a judge when reviewing a corporate prosecution agreement, the relevant considerations could be set out in the Speedy Trial Act at the deferred prosecution approval stage to ensure that a company receives leniency only if it provides “substantial” cooperation that actually supports prosecutions of culpable individuals, or if it can provide very good reasons why such individual prosecutions cannot result.

3. Organizational Sentencing Guidelines Revisions

The Organizational Sentencing Guidelines provide a detailed and somewhat flexible set of guidelines for the sentencing of organizations in federal court.\textsuperscript{219} While they are not used in cases negotiated out of court in deferred and non-prosecution agreements, while the guidelines are themselves now advisory,\textsuperscript{220} and while many corporate plea agreements are presented as “binding” agreements to federal judges,\textsuperscript{221} the Guidelines can still have an effect on negotiations between prosecutors and companies. The Guidelines, for example, emphasize corporate compliance as a mitigating factor, and have influenced the development of compliance programs and compliance as a central feature of corporate

\textsuperscript{216} See 18 U.S.C. § 3553(e); U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual § 5K1.1(a)(1) (2014) (asking the judge to consider “the court’s evaluation of the significance and usefulness of the defendant’s assistance, taking into consideration the government’s evaluation of the assistance rendered”).
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prosecution guidelines and negotiations.\textsuperscript{222} Scholars, such as Professor Jennifer Arlen, have called these Guidelines a “failure” because they fail to adequately reward cooperation and self-reporting by companies.\textsuperscript{223} The Guidelines reward an organization that “fully cooperated in the investigation.”\textsuperscript{224} What that full cooperation means is then further defined:

A prime test of whether the organization has disclosed all pertinent information is whether the information is sufficient for law enforcement personnel to identify the nature and extent of the offense and the individual(s) responsible for the criminal conduct. However, the cooperation to be measured is the cooperation of the organization itself, not the cooperation of individuals within the organization. If, because of the lack of cooperation of particular individual(s), neither the organization nor law enforcement personnel are able to identify the culpable individual(s) within the organization despite the organization’s efforts to cooperate fully, the organization may still be given credit for full cooperation.\textsuperscript{225}

This additional commentary from the Sentencing Commission appropriately calls cooperation regarding culpable individuals a “prime test” of cooperation. However, it highlights just cooperation that can “identify” the individuals responsible and not also the cooperation required to fully investigate those individuals and then prosecute them. To be sure, individuals may assert Fifth Amendment privilege or attorney-client and other privilege, and not cooperate themselves, as the commentary indicates. However, full corporate cooperation could be defined as providing full information regarding culpable individuals and cooperating during the pendency of all investigation and prosecution of culpable individuals. The cooperation that can earn an organization credit looks nothing like the “substantial assistance” that individuals must provide and alone can benefit from, if prosecutors move to recognize it at sentencing and in which case a judge must then evaluate the significance of the individual’s assistance.\textsuperscript{226} The new guidance from the Department of Justice

\textsuperscript{222}U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual § 8B2.1 (2014) (“Effective Compliance and Ethics Program”); id. § 8C2.5(3); Garrett, Too Big to Jail, supra note 5, at ch. 3.
\textsuperscript{224}U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual § 8C2.5(g)(1)–(2) (2014).
\textsuperscript{225}Id. § 8C2.5 cmt. n.13 (2014).
will hopefully tighten the requirements for obtaining credit for corporate cooperation; the Sentencing Commission can now tighten the guidelines requirements as well.\textsuperscript{227}

Absent stricter standards and guidance from the Sentencing Commission, legislation in the form of an organization-specific standard for Title 18, United States Code, Section § 3553(e) could similarly tighten the test for corporation cooperation and link it more closely to true self-reporting of misconduct and significant assistance in investigating and prosecuting culpable individuals within the organization. A range of other changes to the Organizational Guidelines could and should be made, and are beyond the scope of this Article; however, that simple change could highlight the importance of cooperation in individual prosecutions to the sentence that a corporation ultimately receives.

\textit{B. Department of Justice Policy}

The Department of Justice, as noted, has increasingly articulated a policy preference for targeting culpable individuals in corporate crime cases. The DOJ Guidelines contained in the U.S. Attorneys’ Manual have long emphasized, as described, that “[o]nly rarely should provable individual culpability not be pursued, particularly if it relates to high-level corporate officers.”\textsuperscript{228} Public concern regarding criminal prosecutions of corporations that describe culpable conduct, but which are unaccompanied by individual prosecutions, has made the question quite stark—if that has been the policy, then why is no one going to jail? Perhaps the new policy indicating that such language should be taken more seriously, and tasking prosecutors with a focus on individual culpability at the earliest stages of corporate investigations, will represent a real change in practice. Anecdotally, corporate counsel do appear to be receiving the message that cooperation must be more concrete and focused on individual criminal responsibility, because DOJ officials have recently highlighted the importance of “true” corporate cooperation that provides “evidence against” the “culpable individuals.”\textsuperscript{229} There certainly has not been any discernable trend towards more individual prosecutions.

\textsuperscript{227} The Yates Memo adds that prosecutors will not support “a cooperation-related reduction at sentencing” absent the company providing “complete factual information about individual wrongdoers.” Yates Memo, supra note 33, at 3 n.2.

\textsuperscript{228} See U.S. Attorneys’ Manual, supra note 1, § 9-28.200(B).

\textsuperscript{229} Miller, supra note 32.
in corporate cases. Further, as described, in such cases, although there are defensible reasons why prosecutors might choose to focus solely on the entity, there is so much variation between areas of federal practice that the impression one has is of an entirely ad hoc approach.

Could the new changes or still additional changes at the DOJ level improve matters? Prosecutors should have to do far more to justify, even if internally, why they have targeted individuals in some areas and not in others. Are employees who participate in price fixing simply more culpable than bankers who ignore signs of money laundering or sales representatives who promote off-label marketing of prescription drugs? Perhaps so, but simply stating that the DOJ will endeavor to prosecute all culpable individuals does not explain what the actual policy or practice is. Declinations need not and should not be public, to protect reputations of persons that prosecutors conclude did no criminal wrong. But where prosecutors have found that a company’s employees committed crimes, but no employees are prosecuted, more should be explained. There is even a concern that nonpublic amnesty or side-letter deals have been reached with employees. To what degree that occurs, we cannot know. The DOJ has at least clarified the relative importance of individual culpability in corporate cases and the degree to which prosecutors should credit cooperation that does not result in clear proof of individual culpability. Finally, the DOJ has announced that to be “eligible for any cooperation credit, corporations must provide to the Department all relevant facts about the individuals involved in corporate misconduct.”

C. Individual Accountability Through Corporate Prosecution

Even in cases in which the corporation is the ostensible focus, judges and prosecutors can do more to insist on personal accountability. Structural reforms can themselves create detailed forms of accountability within a firm, linking compensation, bonuses, and supervision to compliance with criminal law and related regulations. The HSBC agreement, for example, which received prominent criticism because it resulted in no individual prosecutions, also contained terms requiring that all senior executives have bonuses based on “the extent to which the senior executive meets compliance standards and values,” together with the amount
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of the “clawed back” bonuses for senior officers. The bank spent hundreds of millions of dollars on compliance improvements to prevent money laundering, including hiring almost eight hundred new employees (where they had only about ninety full-time anti-money-laundering employees before) and adding new automated systems to detect potentially problematic transactions. Such far-reaching compliance reforms may have great benefits to the public interest, perhaps farther reaching than individual prosecutions, even if these benefits cannot be easily measured in penalty dollars paid or months of jail time served.

In addition, corporate prosecutions can serve a “blaming” function, as Professor Samuel Buell has noted, but the scapegoat concern remains if that reputational harm falls more on the artificial entity than on the particular people whose actions brought about the criminal activity. Senior management can be required to personally take responsibility for crimes; for example, there is the CEO “walk of shame” provision in the Organizational Sentencing Guidelines, in which the judge can require a corporation that has accepted responsibility for its crime to send its CEO in to appear in court and receive the sentence and perhaps personally accept responsibility. In just a few high-profile cases, federal judges have insisted that the CEO or executives do so, but perhaps judges should more routinely ask that the top management place their reputations more concretely on the line; prosecutors could also more often demand apologies as part of settlements.

All of this is to highlight that there is no necessary tradeoff between corporate and individual accountability. While perhaps aspirational, the DOJ guidelines are quite right to highlight how “prosecutors should not limit their focus solely to individuals or the corporation, but should consider both as potential targets.” Corporate criminal prosecutions can be used to enhance accountability within firms, to secure cooperation in investigations of individuals, and to accomplish still other important

---
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goals, such as payment of fines and compensation of victims. While in some areas there are real questions raised by the relative lack of individual prosecutions, it would be a mistake to conclude that corporate prosecutions can be wholly substituted for individual prosecutions.

CONCLUSION

The criticisms of federal failures to prosecute top executives and officers after high-profile corporate crimes, particularly after the Global Financial Crisis, have been unrelenting. The non-prosecution of officers and individuals that I have documented, accompanying settlements in some of the largest and most serious corporate crimes, provides still more cause for concern. Department of Justice explanations for the lack of individual prosecutions in particular high-profile cases like the HSBC case, or in general as a matter of policy, are not always convincing or fully responsive.

As timely as this problem is today, the concern is not a new one. Take a law review note published in 1976, which complained of how the "complexity of modern corporate decisionmaking tends both to obscure and to diffuse responsibility for corporate actions." Consider also a law review note published in 1961 (by now-Professor Alan Dershowitz), which similarly expressed concern with government "inability and unwillingness to obtain criminal convictions against individuals as well as corporations in cases of acquisitive corporate crime." A 1946 congressional report focused on how few antitrust prosecutions resulted in jail.
sentences for corporate officers. Professor Edwin H. Sutherland’s seminal work on the problem of white-collar crime focused on concerns that business elites escaped adequate punishment for the harms they caused. One can look at any given decade over the past century and readily observe similar media, scholarly, and government criticism of prosecutors for getting the balance of corporate and individual prosecutions wrong. What would it mean to get that balance right?

The empirical data presented in this Article place the non-prosecution of individuals accompanying corporate prosecution agreements in the context of what happens when individuals are charged. What one sees are a high percentage of prosecution losses far exceeding what is typical in white-collar matters, the relative lack of jail time or severe sentences, and the mixed results. These enforcement patterns are less monolithic than commonly understood. Prosecution practices do vary, and not all corporate prosecutions are alike. Nor are the results obtained dramatically different, in some areas, from the far larger numbers of fraud prosecutions, for example, of individuals that tend to lack prior criminal records. However, to the extent that one is troubled by the uneven results in these individual prosecutions, I have underscored how these criticisms of current practice should not be taken too far to suggest that individual prosecutions are a substitute for corporate prosecutions.

Corporations are useful scapegoats. Putting to one side practical obstacles towards prosecuting individuals, and the ways that corporate cooperation can in theory assist in overcoming those obstacles, prosecuting corporations can accomplish unique and important social and criminal goals. This reasoning supported the U.S. Supreme Court’s approval of a respondeat superior standard for corporate criminal liability. As the Court put it in its 1909 ruling in *New York Central Railroad v. United States*, it “is a part of the public history of the times” that the particular
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regulations "could not be effectually enforced so long as individuals only were subject to punishment for violation of the law," and that situation was why corporations were made criminally liable by Congress for railroad rate violations. Former employees, even if prosecuted, cannot change the corporate policies or culture going forward. They may often be unable to pay a fine or provide restitution to victims. And sometimes even their cooperation in investigations may not be as valuable as that of the corporation itself, depending on what was memorialized in corporate emails and other documents.

Corporations are complex scapegoats. As I have described, the answers to those puzzles cannot be definitively obtained from examining enforcement data, although some evidence does emerge from these patterns. The deferred and non-prosecution agreements disproportionately involve fraud prosecutions in which mens rea may pose an obstacle. Bank secrecy and FCPA cases may also involve still additional practical obstacles including far-flung operations with foreign employees and complex shared compliance responsibilities. Prosecuting individuals requires a substantial investment of resources, and in areas in which large numbers of individuals are prosecuted for seemingly regulatory or nonviolent behavior, such as immigration violations or nonviolent drug offenses, those cases are often extremely easy to prove and inexpensive to bring en masse. En masse case processing of so many people, though, should not be the primary goal of our federal criminal system.

A sensible place to begin reconsidering priorities is to consider alternatives to prosecution for nonviolent offenders, as the Department of Justice has begun to do, and conversely, to ask whether resources and cooperation of corporations could be better leveraged. In some areas, such as antitrust, prosecutors have such an approach firmly in place. In others, individual prosecutions are not a priority. Whether a turn towards using corporate prosecutions to more often investigate and prosecute individuals is desirable in particular areas of white-collar practice raises additional complex policy questions.
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Corporate complexity can be turned into an advantage. I do not suggest that treating the corporation as a scapegoat is necessarily a pejorative. Focusing on prosecuting the corporation alone can accomplish important social goals, ranging from compensating victims to structural reform, particularly if there is a real focus on implementing effective structural reforms that buttress the goals of regulation. Better use of a corporation as an informant and a cooperator in order to target individual wrongdoers can achieve important social goals as well. There need not be a costly tradeoff between prosecuting individuals and corporations. The costs and benefits should be carefully considered. Much remains unknown about the relationship between preventing crime at the corporate level and at the individual level. While these are not easy problems to study, our currently unconsidered and ad hoc approach towards individual and corporate accountability deserves the criticism it has received.

The entire project of federal corporate prosecutions has rapidly and radically changed over the past decade with the rise of deferred and non-prosecution agreements, the changing terms used to require companies to adopt structural reforms, and the stunning growth in blockbuster fines against corporations in criminal cases. As a result, much remains to be studied and considered as this program of federal corporate criminal enforcement evolves. These data on individual prosecutions accompanying deferred and non-prosecution agreements with corporations suggest far more work needs to be done to examine how prosecutorial discretion is exercised not only in organizational cases but also in accompanying individual prosecutions. Prosecutorial discretion in deciding how to charge an organization is only one piece of the puzzle. Commentators have been right to increasingly focus on the relationship between individual accountability and the corporation. When and whether treating a corporation as a scapegoat is socially useful—which it clearly sometimes is—also raises questions regarding the purposes of corporate criminal liability more broadly.

Complex corporate crimes can best be addressed by complex corporate settlements. How effective those settlements are in holding individuals accountable and preventing future crimes raises still more troubling questions. The Department of Justice has not been amenable to making transparent what occurs when these corporate agreements are implemented, much less to collecting data regarding these prosecutions or their performance. Even if there is no one-size-fits-all prescription for
when corporate employees should be prosecuted, it is clear from these data that individual prosecutions have been neglected, including because there are real challenges in bringing such prosecutions in corporate crime cases. Given the magnitude of these most serious corporate crimes, we should all care deeply about better understanding the relationship between the criminal treatment of individuals and of corporations. Further, as I have argued in this Article, the solution is not to abandon corporate prosecutions in favor of individual prosecutions, as some critics have suggested. A range of statutory, sentencing, and policy changes should be made to tighten the connection between corporate and individual accountability. Corporate prosecutions need not come at the cost of individual accountability. Instead, corporate prosecutions can and should enhance individual accountability.